AUTOLOCK® X3™ HG BATON
SAFETY TIP®

LARGER DIAMETER SHAFTS
= STURDINESS
BLACK ELECTROLESS
NICKEL FINISH

Improves corrosion resistance on the
inside and outside of the baton

IMPROVED POSITIVE
LOCKING DESIGN
An updated cam and stainless steel ball bearing
design offers reliably consistent locking action and
a more solid feel in the hand when performing or
demonstrating techniques

SMOOTH NOSE PIECE

Featured on the baton handle for more
efficient holstering and transition from
the holster to the hand

SUPER GRIP® HANDLE

Provides superior surface for the user
to maintain control of the baton against
pulling and twisting

STANDARD END CAP

LIMITED REPAIR OR
REPLACEMENT WARRANTY

The patented AutoLock® baton
features a push button in the end cap
to easily close the baton after it has
been deployed

AUTOLOCK® X3™ HG BATON

FEATURES

The AutoLock® X3™ HG is an expandable baton featuring a larger
diameter shaft for a sturdier feel. The X3 HG incorporates additional
improvements found in the AutoLock X3 series of batons. These
features include an integrated nose guide for more efficient holstering and grip protection, improved positive locking design for
greater reliability and a more stable feel with tightened tolerances.



The X3 HG has a corrosion-resistant finish and components, and
includes the Super Grip® handle, which provides superior surface
for the user to maintain control of the baton against pulling and
twisting.
Baton training available through the Safariland Training Group.
Visit www.safariland.com/training











LENGTH

WEIGHT

FINISH

9643

21” (53.34cm)

17 oz. (.48kg)

Black Electroless Nickel
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Black electroless nickel finish improves corrosion resistance
Improved positive locking design offers reliably consistent locking
action
Smooth nose piece for more efficient holstering
Super Grip® handle features a ribbed Santoprene™ material that
enhances the grip in both dry and wet conditions
Standard end cap with push cap for easy closure

PATENTED

MODEL

SAFARILAND.COM/MONADNOCK

Safety Tip® eliminates sharp edges and decreases possibility of
subject injury

GRIP STYLE

TIP STYLE

Super Grip

®

END CAP STYLE

Safety Tip

®

Standard

